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A

Reading
1 Read the text. 

Preparing to perform
People often ask me how I prepare for a new part 
and I find this a really difficult question. An actor 
needs to know a lot about different sorts of  people 
and different types of  personalities. Imagine you 
have to play the part of  someone who is ambitious 
and intolerant. Perhaps you aren’t like this but you 
must understand how people feel and behave when 
they are. So, I watch people all the time, especially 
when I’m preparing for a new part. 

For me, when I’m acting the costume is also very 
important. Clothes are really important to all of  us. 
They tell other people a lot about who we are and 
who we aren’t. Different clothes can change our 
behaviour. Think about it. When you put on party 
clothes, work clothes or sports clothes you change 
a little. For example, in smart, expensive clothes 
you look good, you feel good and you are more 
confident. That’s why costume is important for me 
when I’m acting. If  I put on the clothes of  an old, 
poor homeless woman I feel more like her. The 
moment I put on the costume I change, and for a 
short time I am another person. 

2 Choose the best answers.

1 Actors have to

 A  be very ambitious.

 B  show their personalities.

 C  prepare for a long time.

 D  answer a lot of questions.

2 Kelly watches people a lot because she

 A   needs to understand why people are  
different.  

 B  is very patient.

 C   wants to learn how different people  
behave.

 D  is interested in people.

 

3 The clothes we wear

 A  tell people different things about us.

 B  show how rich we are.

 C  must be attractive.

 D  are important to us.

4 When we wear different clothes

 A  people notice us more.

 B  our behaviour always stays the same.

 C  it can make us nicer people.

 D  we sometimes feel different.

5 According to the article

 A  Kelly likes choosing costumes.

 B   Kelly likes pretending to be an old  
woman.

 C  costumes help Kelly play a part.

 D  Kelly often plays an old woman.

Mark /10

Vocabulary
3 Complete the sentences with the opposite to the 

underlined adjective.

1 When you go for a job interview you must be 
____________, not shy! 

2 He’s usually generous but he can sometimes 
be quite ____________.

3 Luckily, there are more polite people in the 
world than ____________ ones! 

4 It’s better to be ____________ about the future 
than pessimistic.

5 She’s very quiet but her sister is really 
____________.

Mark /5
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4 Add un-, dis-, im- or in- to these adjectives and 
then complete the sentences with them.

patient    grateful      honest     active     tidy

1 My brother is so ____________. He leaves his 
clothes all over his bedroom floor.

2 He never thanked me for my help. He’s so 
____________.

3 I’m very ____________. I always want to know 
things quickly!

4 After the accident she was ____________ for 
three months.

5 He lost his job because he was ____________.

Mark /5

Grammar
5 Complete the sentences with the correct present 

form of the verbs in brackets.

1 I ____________ (work) on Thursdays? It’s my 
day off.

2 I usually ____________ (go) for a walk with my 
dog at the weekend.

3 I’m sorry, he’s busy. He ____________ (talk) 
on the phone at the moment.

4 What __________________ (she wear)? It’s a 
terrible colour!

5 Please turn that off! I ____________ (hate) rap 
music.

6 I can’t do this homework! I ____________ 
(need) your help!

7 ____________________ (you prefer) comedy 
films or thrillers?

Mark /7

6 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the verbs in brackets.

1 I finished ____________ (write) the essay at 
midnight.

2 I really enjoy ____________ (watch) sport on 
television.

3 He spends a lot of time ____________ (work) 
on his car.

4 He offered ____________ (drive) me to the 
station.

5 They decided ____________ (go) to the USA 
this summer.

6 I expected ____________ (see) you at the 
party last night. Where were you?

7 I feel like ____________ (go out) for a meal 
this evening. How about you?

Mark /7

7 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the verbs in the box.

study    fly    send    meet    know    prefer  

1 Which subject ____________________ at 
university?

2 He ____________ me ten text messages every 
day!

3 She ____________ classical music to modern.

4 I ____________ him outside the cinema at 
eight o’clock.

5 He ____________ many people here. I’ll 
introduce him to some of my friends.

6 He ____________________ to Paris at the 
moment. The plane lands in an hour.

Mark /6
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Listening
8 ≤2.01 Listen to five people talking about their 

lives. Match the speakers with the jobs.

chess champion     actress     artist     
racing driver     photographer

1 Speaker A ____________________.

2 Speaker B ____________________.

3 Speaker C ____________________.

4 Speaker D ____________________.

5 Speaker E ____________________.

Mark /10

Writing
9 Choose a friend, relative or classmate and write 

a message about them to put on an electronic 
bulletin board. Include this information:

• name and age
• who they want to contact
• their personality
• their hobbies
• the personality of the people they like/don’t 

like
• their e-mail address

Mark /10
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Reading
1  Read the text. 

A marathon cheat
There have been a lot of  famous cheats in sporting 
history, even in the most famous sporting event of  
them all, the Olympic Games. In 1904 the Olympic 
Games were in St. Louis and in the marathon race 
there were some very interesting competitors!

It was a very hot August day and more than half  
of  the runners didn’t start because it was so hot. 
The winner of  the race was Fred Lorz. Everyone 
cheered when he finished and he accepted the 
prize. But he said later that he didn’t run all the 
way! He ran the first nine miles but then he got 
tired and got into a car for the next eleven miles. 
Then he got out and finished the race! So, he 
couldn’t be the winner. The person in second 
place was Thomas Hicks but then they discovered 
that he used drugs to help him continue the race 
when he got too tired! Another runner in the race 
was Felix Carvajar. His story was very strange too. 
While he was running he became hungry and he 
stopped to eat some apples from the trees in a 
garden. The fruit was bad and he was sick! But he 
had a rest and then continued the race. He came 
fourth.

2 Are the sentences true or false?

1 People have never cheated in the Olympic 
Games. ___

2 Some people didn’t compete because of the 
weather. ___

3 Fred Lorz only ran 11 miles. ___

4 Thomas Hicks was ill during the race. ___

5 Felix Carvajar bought some fruit during the 
race. ___

Mark /10

Vocabulary
3 Complete the sentences with the correct 

answers.

1 I’ve never ____________ golf.  

 A  gone     B  played     C  done

2 A lot of schoolchildren in the UK ___________ 
rugby.  

 A  go     B  play     C  do

3 A lot of people at my gym ____________ 
weightlifting.  

 A  go     B  play     C  do

4 They ____________ karate when they were 
very young.  

 A  went     B  played     C  did

5 My best friend ____________ surfing in 
California next month.  

 A  is going     B  is playing     C  is doing

Mark /5

4 Complete the sentences with the words in the 
box.

cheer    sink    race    spectators   crash

1 The crowd didn’t ____________ at the end of 
the game.

2 The ____________ only took two minutes!

3 Did his boat ____________ in the Atlantic 
during the competition?

4 The ____________ watched the match in the 
rain.

5 Cars sometimes ____________ in Formula 1 
racing.

Mark /5
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Grammar
5 Complete the sentences with the correct past 

simple form of the verbs in brackets.

1 My dad ____________ (play) basketball every 
weekend when he was a teenager.

2 We ____________ (go) to the beach yesterday 
because the weather was bad.

3 A player kicked Sam and he ____________ 
(have to) go off.

4 Rooney ____________ (score) in the final 
minute of the match and everyone cheered!

5 Last summer Jan ____________ (compete) in 
the tennis championships and she won!

Mark /5

6 Write questions in the past simple for these 
answers.

1 They had the volleyball championships in 
Rome last year. (where?)

 ___________________________________

2 I learned to swim when I was five. (when?)

 ___________________________________

3 He didn’t enter the competition because he 
was late. (why?)

 ___________________________________

4 He scored five goals in the match. (how 
many?)

 ___________________________________

5 He sailed round the world with his best friend. 
(who?)

 ___________________________________

Mark /5

7 Complete the sentences with the past simple or 
past continuous form of the verbs in brackets.

1 I cooked dinner while they ______________
____________________________________ 
(watch) the Boat Race on TV.

2 When we arrived at the café, Ben ___________
______________ (wait) for us outside.

3 Everyone was chatting when the teacher 
____________ (come) in.

4 We didn’t play football this morning because it 
_________________________ (rain).

5 While we were driving home, we ____________ 
(see) an accident.

Mark /5

8 Complete the sentences with the past 
continuous form of the verbs in the box.

watch    listen    wait    do    look

1 Which programme ____________ you 
____________ on TV?

2 Could you repeat that, please. I 
_________________________.

3 ____________ you ____________ for us? I’m 
sorry we’re late.

4 ____________ he ____________ his homework 
in the library?

5 They didn’t see the thief. They 
_________________________ in the shop 
window.

Mark /5
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Listening
9 ≤2.02 Listen to the radio interview. Match the 

the speakers with the sporting careers.

champion    reporter     player     trainer     
TV presenter

1 Speaker A is a _________________.

2 Speaker B is a _________________.

3 Speaker C is a _________________.

4 Speaker D is a _________________.

5 Speaker E is a _________________.

Mark /10

Writing
 10 Your best friend has just won an important 

competition. Write a message congratulating 
him/her.

Mark /10
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Reading
1 Read the text. 

Driving you crazy
Drivers in the UK are very angry at the moment! 
This is because they are soon going to have to pay 
more to use the roads.
In the UK, as in many countries, there are more 
cars on the roads every day and this is causing 
problems. People want to live in the country and 
travel to work in the towns and cities but the result 
is busier roads and more traffic jams. 
One way to help the problem is for drivers to pay 
for the different roads they drive on. For example, 
a driver on a motorway will pay more than a driver 
on a country lane. But drivers are not happy. 
One driver, Harry Smith, says, ‘We have to use 
these roads to get to work. The trains and buses 
aren’t very good so we don’t have a choice. We 
have to drive. We already pay a lot for petrol. The 
government just wants more!’
Busy roads are definitely a problem but drivers 
certainly don’t think that this idea is the answer.

2  Are the sentences true or false?

1 Cars are going to be more expensive. ___

2 More people are using country roads. ___

3 A lot of people travel a long way to work. ___

4 Drivers think paying to use roads is a good 
idea. ___

5 The government is going to increase the price 
of petrol. ___

Mark /10

Vocabulary
3 Complete the sentences with the words in the 

box.

rural   tiny   lonely   extraordinary   silent

1 Debby’s story about her holiday is 
____________. I don’t believe her.

2 I didn’t have many friends at university and I 
was very ____________.

3 My room is ____________. I have a small bed 
and a table in it and that’s all!

4 It’s sometimes difficult to get jobs in 
____________ areas.

5 The school is ____________ when the children 
go home.

Mark /5

4 Complete the sentences with the correct 
answers.

1 There’s a ____________ along the river.

 A  gate     B  footpath     C  post box

2  There are going to be traffic jams tomorrow 
because of the ____________.

 A  bus stops     B traffic lights     C  road works

3 The ____________ aren’t working today.

 A  road signs     B  pedestrian crossings  
C  traffic lights

4 In winter the ____________ get very icy.

 A  fields   B gates     C  pavements

5 We live in a lovely ____________ in the 
countryside.

 A  cottage     B  lake     C  field

Mark /5
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Grammar
5 Choose the correct answers.

1 I haven’t seen much / many films this year. 
Have you?  

2 We have some / a lot of students at our 
school this year.  

3 I hope you like black coffee. There isn’t 
some / any milk!  

4 A few / A little friends are coming round to 
dinner this evening.  

5 Terry can speak a few / a little words in Greek!  

6 I haven’t got much / many time before I catch 
the train.  

7 Do you like some / any songs on their new 
album?  

Mark /7

6 Complete the sentences with a, the or – (no 
article).

1 We don’t buy a lot of food from ____________ 
shop in the village.

2 Do you want to speak to Mum? She’s in 
____________ kitchen.

3 My sister hates ____________ dogs.

4 ____________ fast cars can be dangerous.

5 Did you see ____________ Queen on TV last 
night?

6 I would love to live in ____________ country.

7 There is ____________ beautiful lake near our 
house.

Mark /7

7 Choose the correct answers.

1 There is / are always a lot of traffic on Fridays.  

2 There isn’t / aren’t a lot of young people in the 
village now. 

3 The entertainment in towns is / are usually 
better than in the country.

4 The scenery isn’t / aren’t very nice around 
here.

5 There is / are several car parks in the town.

6 There is / are a lot of pollution in the city 
centres.

Mark /6

Listening
8 ≤2.03 Listen to the people talking about city 

life. Complete the sentences with the correct 
speakers, A, B, C, D or E.

1 Speaker ____________ grew up in a 
dangerous area.

2 Speaker ____________ has lived in both the 
city and the country.

3 Speaker ____________ would like a quieter 
life.

4 Speaker ____________ often meets famous 
people.

5 Speaker ____________ lives near his/her 
family.

Mark /10

Writing
9 Imagine you are on holiday in another country. 

Write a postcard to a friend. Include the 
following information:

• where you are staying and what it’s like
• what you did yesterday
• your plans for the next few days

Mark /10
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Reading
1  Read the text. 

Cartoon monsters
Have you seen any of  the first cartoons – Tom and 
Jerry, Mickey Mouse, and the feature films such as 
Snow White, Jungle Book and so on? Animated 
films have come a long way from the traditional 
animation of  those early days. Monster House, which 
came out in 2006, is the latest example of  modern 
animation films.

Traditional cartoons only use actors’ voices but the 
latest animation technique, called ‘performance 
capture’, films the actors’ movements and then 
puts animation on top of  this. The first film to use 
this technique was The Polar Express starring Tom 
Hanks. The techniques in Monster House are even 
cleverer and the film is very realistic and interesting. 

Monster House is about a house that is alive and 
eats people, and three teenagers who have to stop 
it. Although it’s an animated film it is quite scary, 
especially when the house gets angry. It’s not 
recommended for young children, but if  you are 
older and want to see a film that is sad, scary, funny 
and very clever then Monster House is the film 
for you! 

2 Choose the best answers.

1 Animated films today

 A  use modern techniques.

 B  use traditional techniques.

 C  are like Tom and Jerry.

2 Traditional cartoons

 A  use actors’ voices.

 B  have real people in them.

 C  are silent.

3 Monster House

 A  is a new type of animated film.

 B  has Tom Hanks in it.

 C  is a traditional cartoon.

4 Monster House is about

 A  three teenagers who fight a house.

 B  a house that eats three teenagers.

 C   three teenagers who live in a horrible 
house.

5 Monster House is a good film for

 A  young children.

 B  older children.

 C  any age group.

Mark /10

Vocabulary
3 Complete the sentences with the correct words.

1 A ____________ is about a certain part of 
America.  

2 A(n)____________ film doesn’t have real 
people in it.

3 In ____________ the actors have to act, sing 
and dance.

4 In a ____________ film a lot of people usually 
die because of a terrible event like a storm or 
a fire.

5 A ____________ film is usually about the 
future.

Mark /5

4 Complete the sentences with the correct words 
in the box.

gripping   violent   moving   horror   entertaining

1 My mum refuses to watch ____________ films 
because she doesn’t like all the fighting.

2 The film was so ____________ that I cried at 
the end.

3 I like films that are ____________ for the 
whole family.

4 ____________ films give me bad dreams.

5 I couldn’t switch off the TV because the film 
was so ____________.

Mark /5
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Grammar
5 Complete the sentences with the comparative or 

superlative form of the adjectives in brackets.

1 The ____________________ (beautiful) capital 
city I’ve visited is Paris.

2 What’s the ____________________ 
(expensive) thing you’ve ever bought?

3 Johnny Depp is ____________________ 
(attractive) now than when he was younger.

4 Kate Winslet’s ____________________ (recent) 
film is very moving.

5 Paul is the ____________________ (romantic) 
boyfriend I’ve had.

6 It’s the ____________________ (gripping) 
story I’ve ever read.

7 Travelling by coach is ____________ (cheap) 
than the train.

8 My new TV has a ____________ (good) picture 
than my old one.

9 Who do you think is the ____________ (good) 
actor in Hollywood?

10 Today’s horror films are ____________ (scary) 
than they were in the past.

Mark /10

6 Complete the sentences with as, too or enough.

1 I don’t like maths classes. They’re 
____________ boring.

2 The new teacher isn’t ____________ popular 
as the last one.

3 She didn’t get the part in the film because she 
isn’t attractive ____________.

4 I don’t want to see the film. It’s ____________ 
violent.

5 The new Superman films aren’t as good 
____________ the first ones.

6 We haven’t got ____________ money to buy 
three tickets.

7 Don’t drink that now. It’s ____________ hot.

8 I don’t think I’ll go for a walk today. It’s 
____________ wet.

9 Why didn’t Kerry get the job? She’s 
____________ good as Darren.

10 Is that exercise as difficult ____________ this 
one?

Mark /10

Listening
7 ≤2.04 Listen to the radio phone-in 

programme. Complete the sentences with the 
correct names in the box.

Diane   Pam   Steve   Ralph   Fiona

1 ____________ prefers reading to watching TV.

2 ____________ watches his/her favourite 
programme with other people.

3 ____________ likes to watch famous people 
on TV.

4 ____________ enjoys horror films.

5 ____________ likes programmes about real 
places.

Mark /10

Writing
8 Write a questionnaire to find out what people 

liked to watch on TV when they were children. 
Include questions about the following:

• how many hours of TV they watched
• favourite programmes
• hated programmes
• scary programmes
• after school / weekend programmes

Mark /10
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Reading
1  Read the text. 

An unusual gift
Are you looking for a gift that is different? Perhaps 
you don’t want to give your best friend or your 
mum and dad the same presents as everyone 
else does. What can you buy that they will always 
remember? Why not get them an ‘experience gift’?

The presents that people give have changed a lot 
in recent years and there has been a big rise in 
the number of  people giving ‘experience gifts’ to 
celebrate those special occasions. This can be a 
flying lesson in a helicopter, a day on a race track, 
an afternoon in a hot air balloon or one of  many 
other experiences that companies are advertising.

These experiences are usually very exciting. An 
80-year-old man celebrated his birthday by flying 
a Tiger Moth, an aeroplane from the 1930s. When 
he landed he said, ‘That was a fantastic experience! 
I’ve always wanted to go in a Tiger Moth. I never 
thought I could learn how to fly one. For my 90th 
birthday I want to drive a Ferrari round a race 
track!’

Luckily, the cost of  an ‘experience gift’ always 
includes insurance!

2 Choose the best answers.

1 People today look for presents

 A  they would like themselves.

 B  the person will remember.

 C  the person needs.

 D  the person will like.

2 An ‘experience gift’

 A   is usually something the person hasn’t 
done before.

 B  is very expensive.

 C  is a book about the person’s life.

 D  is a special party.

3 You can

 A  buy some very cheap ‘experience gifts’.

 B  arrange an ‘experience gift’ yourself.

 C  buy an ‘experience gift’ from a company.

 D  buy an ‘experience gift’ from a shop.

4 The 80-year-old

 A  was a passenger in the plane.

 B  went in a Tiger Moth when he was younger.

 C  was scared.

 D  enjoyed the experience.

5 The 80-year-old

 A  doesn’t like fast cars.

 B  thinks he will live another ten years.

 C  wants to watch car racing.

 D  wants to buy a Ferrari.

Mark /10

Vocabulary
3 Complete the sentences with the correct words.

1 Penny bought some new boots at the 
____________ last week.

2 We bought this ring at the ____________ in 
the High Street.

3 I’m just going to the ____________ to get 
some fresh beef for dinner.

4 James has got a job. He sells newspapers at 
the ____________.

5 Can you buy me some perfume at the 
____________, please?

Mark /5

4 Complete the sentences with the words in the 
box.

cathedral   skyscraper   castles   temple   
stadium

1 They say that a lot of old ____________ in 
Scotland have ghosts!

2 Would you like to live at the top of a 
____________?

3 For many people a ____________ is a religious 
place.
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4 It sometimes took people hundreds of years to 
build a ____________.

5 The new football ____________ will open in 
July.

Mark /5

Grammar
5 Complete the sentences with for or since.

1 Where have you been ____________ school 
finished?

2 I’ve been in this café ____________ 4.30 p.m.

3 Have you had that car ____________ a long 
time?

4 Harry has loved Sonia ____________ three years!

5 I haven’t been on holiday ____________ 2006.

Mark /5

6 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the verbs in brackets.

1 How long ____________ she ____________ 
(be) ill?

2 I ____________ (be) at this school since I was 
ten years old.

3 I ____________ (hear) from Tom since his 
family moved to Warsaw.

4 ____________ you ____________ (see) Russ at 
the cinema last night?

5 He ____________ (be) to the gym for six 
months. He’s getting fat!

6 How long ____________ you ____________ 
(know) Paul?

7 ____________ you ____________ (take) any 
good photos recently?

8 We ____________ (watch) Jon and Clive play 
football last weekend. They won!

9 I went to Jan’s for dinner last night. She 
____________ (cook) me a great meal.

10 What ____________ you ____________ (buy) 
Simon for his birthday last month?

Mark /10

7 Complete the sentences with been or gone.

1 They’re on holiday at the moment. They’ve 
____________ skiing in Switzerland.

2 Have you ever ____________ to the USA?

3 We’ve ____________ shopping. Do you like my 
new shoes?

4 I’m sorry, he’s not here. He’s ____________ 
home.

5 I’ve ____________ to the bank and now I have 
a lot of money!

Mark /5

Listening
8 ≤2.05 Listen to the people talking about 

shopping online. Match the speakers with the 
topics.

danger   money    time    variety    ability

1 Speaker A talks about ____________. 

2 Speaker B talks about ____________.

3 Speaker C talks about ____________.

4 Speaker D talks about ____________.

5 Speaker E talks about ____________.

Mark /10

Writing
9 Imagine a relative in America gave you an 

‘experience gift’ for your birthday. Write an 
informal thank you letter. Include the following:

• say thank you and describe the day and what 
you did in the evening

• say what other presents you received 

Mark /10
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Reading
1  Read the text. 

Future homes
In recent years there have been many predictions 
about what our houses will be like in the future. 
Some experts think we will all live in boxes; others 
think we may actually live on the moon or another 
planet! Two things are clear. We will use power 
from the sun, wind or sea and computers will 
control everything in our lives and especially in 
our homes.

Every house will have devices to change energy 
from natural sources into power, and we’ll 
build houses that can use this power efficiently. 
Computers will open and close doors to allow 
people to come in and out and they will make 
sure the house and the people in it are safe. They 
will switch on the lights when we go into different 
rooms or switch on gadgets when we ask them to. 
They will know when the fridge is empty and order 
food automatically. They will even tell us who has 
visited the house while we were out and at what 
times! 

Rooms will be smaller than today but furniture like 
beds, tables and chairs will come out of  the floors 
and walls when we want to use them. Again, the 
computer will do this for us.

Some experts predict that computers will control 
the entire world in the future, so perhaps they 
might decide to shut us in our little boxes for 
ever! There’s a thought.

2  Are the sentences true or false?

1 We may live on the moon in the future. ___

2 Our energy will come from oil. ___

3 Our houses will have no doors. ___

4 We will order our shopping on the computer. 
___

5 We will sleep on the floors. ___

Mark /10

Vocabulary
3 Complete the sentences with the correct words 

in the box.

mobile   digital   DVD   satellite   games

1 The problem with ____________ TV is that it’s 
difficult to choose what to watch!

2 I can get on the Internet with my new 
____________ phone.

3 My ____________ camera takes great pictures.

4 Our ____________ recorder is very useful. 
Soon everyone will have one.

5 My parents bought me a ____________ 
console and now I’m very popular with my 
friends!

Mark /5

4 Complete the sentences with the correct words 
in the box.

tiny   nightmare   entire   cure   terrifying

1 Doctors will find ways to ____________ all 
diseases in the future.

2 He ate a(n) ____________ cake in ten minutes!

3 I had an awful ____________ about robots last 
night.

4 Some MP3 players are really ____________ 
these days.

5 The science fiction film was ____________. 
I know everything will happen one day!

Mark /5

Grammar
5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 

will or going to and the verbs in brackets.

1 ____________ you ____________ (ask) him 
round for dinner?

2 Are you tired? I ____________ (take) you 
home.

3 I ____________ (see) you later!
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4 I ____________________ (watch) a DVD 
tonight. Do you want to come round?

5 Oh no! That cyclist _________________ 

 (hit) the black dog!

6 What ____________ you ____________ (wear) 
for your first day at work?

7 Look at the time! We ____________ (be) late.

8 We haven’t got any sugar. I ____________ (get) 
some in town later.

Mark /8

6 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the verbs in the box.

wake    do    spend    sleep    have   exercise    
eat

1 If I have money, I ____________ it!

2 I get red spots if I ____________ cheese.

3 Do you ____________ well if you have a hot 
drink before bed?

4 If he ____________ time he visits his 
grandparents on Sundays.

5 If he ____________________  every day he 
puts on weight.

6 If it rains, I ____________ any work in the 
garden.

7 If my mum ____________________ me up, I 
sleep too long!

Mark /7

7 Correct the sentences.

1 It could to rain at the weekend.

 ___________________________________

2 I may to be late home this evening.

 ___________________________________

3 They might go not on holiday this year. They 
haven’t got much money.

 ___________________________________

4 They might staying with us for a week next 
summer.

 ___________________________________

5 He not might pass the exam. He didn’t study 
very hard.

 ___________________________________

Mark /5

Listening
8 ≤2.06 Listen to the people talking about their 

favourite possessions. Match the speakers with 
the problems. 

1 It can cause accidents. 

 Speaker ____________

2 It causes a health problem. 

 Speaker ____________

3 It takes up a lot of time. 

 Speaker ____________

4 It’s quite expensive. 

 Speaker ____________

5 It stores a lot of personal information. 

 Speaker ____________

Mark /10

Writing
9 Imagine that you have ordered a new electronic 

device. When it arrives it is not what you had 
ordered. Write a letter of complaint to the 
company. Include the following information:

• what you ordered and when
• what you have received
• ask them to collect the device and send you 

the correct item

Mark /10
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Reading
1  Read the text. 

Melon farmers
Do you like water melons? Well, after a week at the 
Water Melon Festival in Chinchilla, Australia, you 
might not like them so much!

Chinchilla is the water melon capital of  Australia 
and produces an amazing number of  melons. 
This is because the ground here is excellent for 
growing them. It holds water well and this is really 
important for growing melons.

Every two years in the middle of  February the 
people of  Chinchilla hold a special festival and 
participants come from far away. A visit to the 
festival is very entertaining! If  you go this year, 
you’ll see a crazy competition where people 
smash melons with their heads! There are easier 
competitions too such as melon throwing and 
melon skiing (where you put your feet in a melon 
and get pulled along by a rope!). Of  course there 
are cooking competitions for meals using melons 
and a lot of  melon eating too.

The festival started in 1994 and is getting bigger 
each year. If  you want to go to the festival in 
Chinchilla, you must book your ticket soon. This 
year they are expecting between six and seven 
thousand people. That’s a lot of  water melons! 

2  Choose the correct answers.

1 All / Some of the events are difficult.

2  There has been a melon festival in Chinchilla 
for over / under 20 years.

3 There are some unusual people / 
competitions at the festival.

4 Melons grow well here because there is a lot 
of rain / good earth.

5 The festival is only for local people / open to 
everyone.

Mark /10

Vocabulary
3 Complete the sentences with the correct 

answers.

1 The mother __________ her daughter’s hand 
when they crossed the road.   

  A  hugged     B  held     C  shook

2 At the end of the play the actors __________ 
to the audience.  

 A  pointed     B  nodded     C  bowed

3 I __________ my sister when she came home 
after a year in America.  

  A  hugged     B  patted     C  winked

4 I asked her if she was OK and she __________.   

  A  shook     B  nodded     C  bowed

5 ‘That’s where I live,’ he said and _________ at 
an old cottage. 

 A  beckoned     B  pointed     C  patted

Mark /5

4 Complete the sentences with the correct words 
in the box.

buckets    spectators    participants    reduced    
casualties

1 The ____________ in the competition got very 
dirty!

2 After the accident there were a lot of 
____________.

3 They’ve ____________ the prices on all their 
clothes!

4 In summer we catch rain in ____________ to 
use on the garden.

5 The ____________ really enjoyed the match. 
They cheered a lot.

Mark /5
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Grammar
5 Complete the sentences with mustn’t or needn’t 

and the correct verbs in the box.

go   buy     miss     go    do    give    shout

1 We ____________________ shopping this 
afternoon. The fridge is full.

2 You ____________________ the homework 
tonight. The teacher wants it next week.

3 They ____________________ another lesson. 
Mr Brown is angry with them.

4 We ____________________ Fran a big present. 
Something small will be OK.

5 You ____________________! I can hear you!

6 I ____________________ to bed too late 
tonight. I have to get up early tomorrow 
morning. 

7 You ____________________ me a lift to college 
tomorrow. I’m going with Tina.

Mark /7

6 Complete the sentences with must or mustn’t.

1 I’m going to tell you a secret. You ____________ 
tell anyone!

2 Jack ____________ be home before 
11.30 p.m. on Friday nights.

3 You ____________ drop cans in the street. The 
police might fine you.

4 We ____________ forget Helen’s birthday. It’s 
next Tuesday.

5 Benny ____________ work harder. He’s going 
to fail his exams.

6 You ____________ start each sentence with a 
capital letter.

7 You ____________ smoke in restaurants in the 
UK.

Mark /7

7 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the verbs in the box.

hurry     get     take     go      arrive    pass

1 If you ____________the train, you’ll arrive 
about 6.30 p.m.

2 If I ____________out tonight, I’ll clean the 
house.

3 Nick will go to university if he ____________his 
exams.

4 If they ____________ before dinner, we’ll go to 
that new restaurant.

5 He’ll be late if he ____________.

6 If you learn English, you ____________ a 
better job.

Mark /6

Listening
8 ≤2.07 Listen to the radio interview. Are the 

sentences true or false?

1 You must always wish actors good luck. ___

2 Pippa enjoys working in the theatre more than 
in films. ___

3 If you say lines from a certain play you have to 
leave the theatre and then come in again. ___

4 Actors don’t have a lot of superstitions. ___

5 It’s bad luck to wear green clothes to and from 
the theatre. ___

Mark /10

Writing
9 Imagine there is a special festival in your town. 

Write a note to a friend who lives in another 
town and invite him/her to come to the festival 
with you. Include the following information:

• describe the festival
• invite your friend
• say how you will spend the day

Mark /10

Total /60
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Reading
1  Read the text. 

Switch to green
In Australia it is now illegal to use traditional light 
bulbs. The whole country is changing to low 
energy bulbs for their lights. This will reduce the 
amount of  energy that each home uses and will 
obviously be better for the environment. And 
Australia is not the only country doing this. Will 
your country be next?

So, what are the advantages and disadvantages 
of  using the new low energy bulbs? Of  course, 
the main advantage is for the environment. If  all 
houses in the UK used these bulbs the effect on 
the environment would be the same as taking three 
quarters of  a million cars off  the road! Cost is 
another advantage. If  we changed all the bulbs in 
our houses, we could cut our energy bills by fifty 
per cent!

There are a few disadvantages however. The light 
that these bulbs give is not exactly the same as 
light from traditional bulbs. It’s colder and whiter. 
Some people don’t like it very much. Also, the light 
doesn’t come on immediately. After switching on 
the light you have to wait a short time. Another 
disadvantage for some people is that at the 
moment you can’t make these bulbs give a stronger 
or weaker light by using a special switch. But 
scientists say this will soon be possible.

But if  we can help the environment by using these 
bulbs, are the disadvantages really such a problem?

2  Are the sentences true or false?

1 In Australia you can choose which bulbs to 
use. ___

2 It’s expensive to use low energy bulbs. ___

3 It takes longer for the light to come on. ___

4 The light from these bulbs is quite weak. ___

5 The light from traditional bulbs is different. ___

Mark /10

Vocabulary
3 Complete the sentences with the correct words 

in the box.

devastation     eruption     protection     
prediction    destruction

1 The fire caused the ____________ of an old 
theatre.

2 The ____________ of a volcano can cause a 
tsunami.

3 We must give some animals ____________ so 
they can survive.

4 Scientists’ ____________ is that climate 
change will get worse in ten years.

5 Hurricane Katrina caused ____________ in 
New Orleans in 2005.

Mark /5

4 Choose the correct answers.

1 People become involved in poverty / terrorism 
for different reasons.

2 There will be a terrible war / famine in Africa 
next year if there is no rain soon. 

3 Pollution / Homelessness is a big problem 
and the government should provide special 
places for street people to live.

4 Many people in big cities are still living in 
homelessness / poverty.

5 A lot of crime these days is a result of 
racism / disease.

Mark /5
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Grammar
5 Complete the text using the correct form of the 

verbs in brackets.

Scientists are very worried about the effects 

of global warming. If the ice in the Arctic and 

Antarctic regions 1____________ (melt), sea 

levels 2____________ (rise) and cause severe 

floods. People who now live in coastal areas 
3____________ (lose) their homes. It 
4____________  (also affect) the temperature of 

the sea. If the sea 5____________  (get) colder, 

the northern half of the world 6____________ 

(freeze). There would be incredible snow storms 

and millions of people 7____________ (die).

Mark /7

6 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the verbs in the box.

build     communicate    work    help     smoke   
be   take

1 If we ____________ so much and relaxed 
more, we’d be a lot happier!

2 If we all recycled our rubbish, it ____________ 
the environment.

3 If motorists had to pay another road tax, they 
____________ furious.

4 If he ____________, he wouldn’t cough so 
much.

5 If I ____________ the 10.30 a.m. train, I’d be 
in London by lunchtime.

6 If we ____________ smaller houses, we would 
use less energy.

7 If we all spoke two or three languages, we 
____________ better with people from other 
countries.

Mark /7

7 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the verbs in brackets.

1 I wish I ____________ (be) on holiday in a hot 
and sunny place right now!

2 I wish I ____________ (speak) another 
language.

3 I wish we ____________ (live) so near the 
railway station. It’s very noisy.

4 I wish you ____________ (be) so tired. We 
could go out for a walk.

5 I wish I ____________ (can) go to the concert 
with you, but I’ve got too much work.

6 I wish I ____________ (have) enough money to 
buy that new coat in Zara.

Mark /6

Listening
8 ≤2.08 Listen to the people talking about 

different problems. Complete the sentences with 
the correct speakers A, B, C, D or E.

1 ____________ doesn’t have a job.

2 ____________ gives food to people.

3 ____________ doesn’t live in a town.

4 ____________ is a scientist.

5 ____________ owns a clothes shop.

Mark /10

Writing
9 Imagine you are organising a talk about saving 

energy. Design an announcement for the talk. 
Include the following information:

• describe the problem
• say what the talk will be about
• say when and where it is

Mark /10

Total /60
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Reading
1  Read the text. 

Modern crime
Modern technology brings with it modern crimes. 
One of  the most common crimes today – and 
certainly one of  the most worrying – is identity 
fraud. This is when someone steals your personal 
information and uses it to take money from your 
bank accounts.

People can do this in many ways. One way is by 
using the Internet. Today so many people give all 
sorts of  information on the net when they buy and 
sell things or check their bank accounts. It is quite 
easy for clever thieves to find this out. Something 
else thieves do is to steal rubbish bags from outside 
our houses or rubbish tips. They check through 
them to find personal letters, letters from our 
banks and from other organisations. From these 
they can learn our account numbers and other 
personal information such as the names of  our 
family members and pets and also information 
about our spending habits.

To protect people from this kind of  theft, there are 
special security systems on our personal computers 
and on the Internet. We must also be very careful 
about what we throw away. Unfortunately, when 
we stop this type of  crime, another will probably 
replace it. Criminals are always looking for new 
ways to make money!

2 Choose the best answers.

1 Identity fraud is

 A  a new crime.

 B  an interesting crime.

 C  an old crime.

2 On the Internet

 A  we give out too much information.

 B  we buy things from thieves.

 C  we tell thieves our account numbers.

3 Thieves can get information about us

 A  by reading our mail.

 B  by e-mailing us.

 C  by phoning us.

4 They are interested in 

 A  what they can steal from our houses.  

 B  what we eat.

 C  how we spend our money.

5 To stop this theft

 A  we mustn’t tell people about ourselves.

 B   we mustn’t put important information in our 
rubbish bins.

 C  we need good house security.

Mark /10

Vocabulary
3 Complete the sentences with the words in the 

box.

vandalism    joyriding    shoplifting    burglaries  
drug dealing 

1 ____________ often happens because young 
people have nothing to do and they’re bored.

2 There have been several ____________ in this 
street recently.

3 Some young people think ____________ is 
fun but it’s very dangerous and it can cause 
accidents.

4 ____________ happens a lot in night clubs. 
The managers have to check the people 
carefully.

5 ____________ costs shops a lot of money. 
These days the owners always call the police if 
they catch someone.

Mark /5
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4 Choose the correct answers.

1 My uncle was terrified / astonished that it was 
so easy to learn how to use the computer. 

2  It’s vital / delighted to employ someone to 
improve our computer security. 

3 That’s a terrified / terrific result. Well done!

4 I’m brilliant / delighted that the police have 
found our jewellery. 

5 Some bank robbers are vital / brilliant people. 
They have very clever plans. 

Mark /5

Grammar
5 Complete the sentences with the correct form of 

the verbs in brackets.

1 He ____________ (be) to prison three times by 
the age of 25.

2 I didn’t go out last night because I 
____________ (finish) all my work.

3 ____________ Jane ____________ (phone) 
before you left the party?

4 I ____________ (see) the film before so I 
didn’t go with Tim.

5 I ____________ (plan) to go to London last 
weekend but I didn’t have enough money.

6 When we arrived at the station, the train 
____________ (already leave).

7 My parents came round to dinner on Saturday. 
They ____________ (meet) Phil before.

Mark /7

6 Rewrite the sentences in reported speech.

1 ‘Danny hasn’t asked me about my holiday,’ 
said Pete.

 ___________________________________

2 ‘I’ve been to the bank,’ said Frank.

 ___________________________________

3 ‘I didn’t see the robbery,’ said the girl.

 ___________________________________

4 ‘I really want to be a doctor,’ said Alex.

 ___________________________________

5 ‘We’re watching the people in that house,’ 
said the police officers.

 ___________________________________

6 ‘I don’t like violent films, Chris,’ said my 
friend.

 ___________________________________

7 ‘The young boy took my bag,’ said the old 
woman.

 ___________________________________

Mark /7

7 Rewrite the sentences in direct speech.

1 The interviewer said he was looking for 
someone with a lot of experience.

 ___________________________________

2 My boyfriend said last night that he had lost 
his mobile.

 ___________________________________

3 Jackie said the concert hadn’t started yet.

 ___________________________________

4 My dad said he was too ill to go to work.

 ___________________________________

5 The teacher said I was too late for the lesson.

 ___________________________________

6 They said they were meeting at the café at 
4.30 p.m.

 ___________________________________

Mark /6

Listening
8 ≤2.09 Listen to people talking about crimes 

and the reasons people do them. Match the 
speakers with the reasons.

1 People do this crime because they care about 
what their friends think. 

 Speaker ____________
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2 He/she did this crime because his/her family 
was poor. 

 Speaker ____________

3 He/she did this crime because he/she didn’t 
realise the seriousness of it. 
Speaker ____________

4 People sometimes do this crime because they 
aren’t well. 

 Speaker ____________

5 Experts say people sometimes do this crime 
because they had problems in their childhood. 

 Speaker ____________

Mark /10

Writing
9 Imagine you have seen a new crime film. Write 

an e-mail to your friend to tell him/her about the 
film. Describe what happened in the best scene. 

Mark /10

Total /60
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Reading
1 Read the text. 

A new career 
Eighty-five might seem a little old to start a new 
career as a writer but Thomas Bailey is doing just that. 
His first book, a historical romance, has just been 
published and he is now writing his second! Our 
reporter, Danny Street, asked him about his new life.
Danny   Are you enjoying this new career, Thomas?

Thomas   I’m having a wonderful time! All my life 
I’ve loved books and reading but I never thought 
that I could write a book that other people might 
want to read. It’s a fantastic feeling!

Danny   Where do you get your ideas?

Thomas   Well, I write about what life was like 
when I was young. My family was poor and we lived 
in London. Life was very different in those days.

Danny   And do you write every day?

Thomas   Oh yes. I write for three hours every 
morning on my computer. It took me a while to 
learn how to use the thing but it’s much better than 
writing it all by hand! 

Danny  And how does your wife feel about it all?

Thomas   She doesn’t like me staying in my study 
all the time. She wants me to be in the garden or 
doing jobs round the house!

Danny   She must be very proud of  you! Do you 
show her the chapters when they’re finished?

Thomas   Sometimes. You see, I write about some 
of  my old girlfriends and she doesn’t like that. She’s 
a bit jealous!

Danny   I’m sure she needn’t worry! Good luck 
with the next book.

2 Are the sentences true or false?

1 Thomas has written two books. _______

2 He’s surprised that his books are popular. 
_______

3 He lived in the country for a lot of his life. 
_______

4 He found using the computer difficult at first. 
_______

5 His wife reads all his work. _______

Mark /10

Vocabulary
3 Choose the correct answers.

1 She’s been in a lot of plays / novels but I’ve 
never seen her in a film.

2 My young son buys two textbooks / comics 
every week.

3 I’ve lost the manual / textbook for the DVD 
recorder. Help!

4 I have several cookbooks / biographies in my 
kitchen but I never use them!

5 I need to buy a(n) encyclopaedia / guidebook 
for my trip to Paris.

Mark /5

4 Complete the sentences with the words in the 
box.

title    cover     spine     paperbacks    
contents page

1 I can’t think of a good ____________ for my 
next book.

2 A well-made book usually has a strong 
____________.

3 The ____________ is particularly useful in 
textbooks.

4 I buy ____________ because they’re cheap 
and not too heavy!

5 You can often tell what a book is like by the 
picture on the ____________.

Mark /5
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Grammar
5 Complete the text with the present passive form 

of the verbs in brackets.

When a company is looking for a new employee, 

first an advert 1________________ (place) in the 

local paper. Applicants 2________________ 

(ask) to complete an application form. When 

applications 3________________ (receive) 

possible candidates 4________________ 

(contact). Then they 5________________ 

(interview) and a successful candidate
6________________ (choose). Other applicants 
7________________ (inform) that they have not 

been successful.

Mark /7

6 Complete the sentences with the correct passive 
form of the verbs in the box.

invite    send   direct    publish    sell   ask   give    

1 The book ____________________ by Oxford 
University Press in 1999.

2  The winning film at the festival last year 
____________________ by Martin Scorsese.

3 They ____________________ the correct time 
for the meeting so they arrived late.

4 The results ____________________ to the 
students’ homes yet. 

5 Thousands of copies of this magazine 
____________________ in shops every month.

6 The actors ____________________ to read the 
book before the filming started.

7 We ____________________ to Mark and Gina’s 
wedding in March. I hope we can go.

Mark /7

7 Rewrite the sentences in the passive.

1 They don’t film the programmes in 
Manchester.

 _____________________________________

2 Teachers usually ask us to arrive ten minutes 
before the exam.

 _____________________________________

3 They built the motorway to make journeys to 
London shorter.

 _____________________________________

4 Dickens wrote David Copperfield in 1850.

 _____________________________________

5 An accident has delayed the train.

 _____________________________________

6 They’ve seen the stolen car in the area.

 _____________________________________

Mark /6

Listening
8 ≤2.10 Listen to the people talking about 

where they like to read. Complete the sentences 
with the correct speakers, A, B, C, D or E.

1 ____________ doesn’t usually have much time 
for reading.

2 ____________ gets travel sick.

3 ____________ always carries a book.

4 ____________ sometimes reads something 
he/she hasn’t bought.

5 ____________ likes to read at the end of the day.

Mark /10

Writing
9 Imagine your English friend has asked you to 

recommend a book written by an author from your 
country. Write a letter to him/her recommending 
a book. Include the following information:

• title and author of the book
• what sort of book it is
• what you think of it

Mark /10

Total /60
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